Azure Arc-enabled data services & Dell APEX Data Storage Services Block

Hybrid Cloud is here to stay and with Dell APEX Data Storage Services Block and Microsoft’s Azure Arc-enabled data services, managing on-premises Microsoft SQL Server in a hybrid world just became easier.

Microsoft Azure Arc-enabled data services

Azure Arc-enabled data services provides a version of SQL that can now be deployed on the validated infrastructure of Dell Technologies. Always up-to-date with the current version of SQL there are no more migrations, no more upgrades, and no more end of support — it is simply always current.

Dell APEX Data Storage Services

An as-a-service portfolio of scalable, elastic storage resources built on our industry-leading technologies

The best of both worlds

Azure Arc-enabled data services and Dell APEX Data Storage Services Block both provide elastic scalability. Instances of SQL Server can be ramped up or down to meet the requirements of your workloads. Dell APEX Data Storage Services Block allows seamless scaling of capacity up and down and simple pricing with a single rate for base capacity and on-demand usage, so there is no penalty for the flexibility of on-demand, elastic usage.

Key service parameters

- **Location**: Any Kubernetes Cluster, Any Windows/Linux servers, Azure IoT Edge
- **Management**: Azure SQL / OSS databases, SQL server
- **Performance tier**: Base capacity, On-demand usage
- **Base capacity**: Buffer, Storage utilized
- **Term**: Raise base capacity any time while growing, Lower base capacity at end of term

Designed for 99.9999% availability

To learn more about Azure Arc-enabled data services with Dell APEX Data Storage Services Block

To learn more about Dell APEX Data Storage Services Block

Click here

1. Deployment time (TTV) measured between order acceptance and activation. Subject to credit approval, acceptance of Dell APEX terms by required parties and site qualification which must be completed prior to order placement and any post order planning. Products available internationally subject to constraints by local laws and regulations. Any price or promotion capability, availability, and promotion terms may vary by country. For more information visit Dell.com/Access-APEX.

2. Based on hardware availability on common underlying block and file platform configurations. Actual hardware availability may vary.


Click here